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Setting up Success
NOAA’s Center for Operational Oceanographic Products & Services 
(CO-OPS) is the Nation’s source for coastal inundation and sea level 
trend data.

With Python, sea level trends come to life through visual, 
temporal, and spatial comparisons of sea level rise over time.

Enhanced trend animations are on the path to being available 
through NOAA’s Climate Resilience Toolkit; focusing science and 
information for a climate-smart Nation.

GIFs of sea level rise over time were generated for 146 CO-OPS tide 
stations, paving the way for improving attributes of the existing 
CO-OPS sea level trends map layer. 

Created in ArcGIS Pro & published to the NOAA GeoPlatform with 
ArcGIS Online (AGOL) via the ArcGIS API for Python. 



Challenges in Development 

Utilizing GIFS to enhance visual & spatial 
representation of our sea level trends

Part I: Developing GIFs & coding automated 
generation of the suite. With Python!

Part II: Determining how to visually represent 
large amounts of data.



Interpreting Trends
Sea level trends have historically been displayed as static representations (i.e. plots or trend 
values) for the period of calculation across public facing platforms.

With Python, sea level trends come to life by providing visual, 
temporal, and spatial comparisons of sea level rise at any location.



The Esri Advantage 

Then integrated GIF visualizations by customizing the 

pop-ups!

Previously sea level trends were hosted through a server, 

then brought in to ArcGIS Online (AGOL) manually. 

With ArcPro, we enhanced the layer and hosted it on the 

NOAA GeoPlatform, now available in AGOL

https://noaa.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=69443c1a733d4228afba3b7c02e37a2c


SeaLeGS:  The Sea Level Trends GiS Update Tool

A user-configurable Python Toolset that leverages the powerful ArcGIS API for Python to create, add & update GIS 
content from internet data (REST services, tabular data, JSON, and others). Originally developed for work on sea 
level trends, it has since expanded its capabilities and is now more broadly applicable.  The result is a streamlined 
workflow of internet data to GIS services, (manual or completely automated).  

Applying New Technology

SeaLeGS Features and Advantages:
➢ Highly user-configurable by code and config file

➢ Can be automated to varying degrees or 100%

➢ Performs web scrapes against numerous data 
types, (map / feature services, JSON, CSV, text, etc.

➢ AGOL credentials secured by Cython PYD for 
delegating update tasks to others

➢ Update tasks are callable in other Python scripts

➢ Tightly integrated with ArcPro and AGOL



Applying New Technology
SeaLeGS:  Sea Level Trends GiS Update Tool

SeaLeGS Features and Advantages con’t:
➢ Once GIS content is acquired, processed 

and added / updated to ArcGIS Online, 
webmaps and applications are updated 
automatically as well.

➢ Additional extensibility and customization 
is possible when creating custom web 
applications via the Web AppBuilder 
Developer Edition



Applying New Technology
Methodology 
used to develop 
sea level trends 
GIFs can be 
used to 
enhances 
additional 
CO-OPS 
products, like 
water level & 
temperature. 

Next stop - 
Esri’s Living 
Atlas! 

Animation of water levels capturing the tsunami signal at two Alaska stations near the epicenter of the October 19, 2020 Alaska 
earthquake (Sand Point & King Cove), along with Kahului Harbor, HI and Crescent City, CA.


